CLASSIC MOTORCYCLE CLUB OF NATAL

February 2012 Breakfast run
The February Breakfast run....a note from our Patron (who, by the way, worked as hard as anyone on the
cooking detail!)
When last did we have 37 members on a breakfast run?
OK...the Century runs have drawn respectable numbers but other than that we are lucky to get 7 members
rocking up!
On Sunday 12th February 37 members arrived at the club after planning their own runs which terminated at
the club. In spite of the rain several bikes pitched and a great contingent of fair weather riders arrived in their
cars which was really great! There, the skottels were fired up and our wannabe chefs got cooking with eggs,
bacon, sausage tomatoes, beans, a buttered bun and coffee or tea being dished up. Cost was R20 for those
arriving on bikes and R25 for the woosies.
After the meal there was a riding skills test organized by Dave Stone which required one to ride a circle and
'pig stick' small pieces of paper with a small lance without knocking over obstacles or footing. Winner was
Ray Nell who displayed the skills of a lancer in the Charge of the Light Brigade!
Thanks go to Mike Mathews whose brainchild this was, to chief chef Jill Alberda and assistants Theo
Alberda, Rod Thomas, Mike Mathews and a couple of others who helped around the fringes. Also, Liz
Mathews working the bar and kitchen and the Hinks with the washing up detail. My apologies to anyone
whom I may have overlooked.
So, it seems that this is the type of run that members want and we will certainly plan another for later in the
year. Don’t miss it!
Although not intended, we actually made R290 from this event and have decided to put this, along with any
other proceeds though the year, into a charity box that will be handed out some point. Several remarked
what a great value breakfast it was. A most enjoyable social event and, to top it all, we have something to
pass on to those less fortunate - so winners all round!

The “chefs” under the whip of Jill Alberda!

Some of the 37 folks tucking in!

Some of the participants in Dave’s riding skills test.

Ray showing how it’s done!

